Electrocardiographically gated ¹¹C-hydroxyephedrine PET for the simultaneous assessment of cardiac sympathetic and contractile functions.
Application of the electrocardiographically (ECG) gated positron emission tomography (PET) technique with (11)C-hydroxyephedrine (HED) would allow the simultaneous assessment of cardiac sympathetic and contractile functions. However, there are uncertainties regarding the diagnostic accuracy of left ventricular (LV) volume measurements using ECG-gated HED-PET. The purpose of this study was to clarify the minimal requirement of count statistics to measure LV volumes with ECG-gated HED-PET and to investigate the reliability of the measurements. Five healthy volunteers and 11 patients with heart failure underwent a 40-min list-mode PET scan after an injection of HED (197 ± 35 MBq). The list-mode data were histogrammed into multiple sets of acquisition periods at 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0, 12.0 Mcount/bin and reconstructed into corresponding gated images using an iterative algorithm. The LV end-diastolic volume (LVEDV), the LV end-systolic volume (LVESV), and the LV ejection fraction (LVEF) were calculated in each acquisition period. These values were compared with those obtained by cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Possible effects of HED retention on the accuracy of the volume measurements were investigated. Collecting less than 4.0 Mcount/bin resulted in noisy cardiac images. The lower counts resulted in underestimation in the volume measurements. Reasonably accurate volume measurements required equal to or greater than 6.0 Mcount/bin. This corresponded to 7.0 ± 1.9 min (range, 4.0-10.3 min) for the acquisition period. Volumetric results using the 6.0 Mcount/bin data highly correlated with cardiac MRI (LVEDV: r = 0.85, p < 0.0001; LVESV: r = 0.89, p < 0.0001; LVEF: r = 0.77, p < 0.01). The HED retention did not affect the volumetric results compared to the MRI volumetry. The volumetric accuracy with ECG-gated HED-PET was affected by the count statistics rather than the HED retention. LV volume measurements were feasible with 10-min acquisition period for most of the patients. This technique allows the simultaneous assessment of cardiac sympathetic and contractile functions without the need for an additional injection or scanning time, thus reducing overall costs for diagnostic imaging.